
SPEECH ON SHARK FINNING ESSAY

Free Essay: Introduction: I. Attention getter: Every year, on average, 10 people are killed by sharks, yet every second 3
sharks are killed by.

Each year, anywhere from 73 to million sharks are killed to make a traditional Chinese dish called shark fin
soup Jefferies,  Local shark populations are quickly depleted, meaning the fishermen must travel further
distances in search of sharks; in order to do so they require larger vessels and more fuel. Only about 5 people
are killed by sharks every year. This is because it threatens endangered plant life. Preview statement: Not only
is the killing of sharks extremely inhumane, it does more harm than good to our environment. So the shark
population is bound to die, because of the killing of young sharks that haven't got the chance to reproduce
Sharks poaching activities have been prospering since the early 90s, it can be accounted by the drastic growth
of the economies and population in some Asian countries mostly the Chinese and Taiwanese, which led to the
increase in demand for shark fin soup due to the ritual purposes it supposedly had for their ancestors, It was so
expensive back then but now is conducive since they have all our money Shark finning causes a rapid decline
in the population of certain species of sharks. We can stop this, we can put an end to this, with your help we
can help people like Ye wan to get an honest job and not have to risk his life, to earn money. Purpose
statement: I am going to explain to you today why we need to keep sharks in the ocean and out of the soup.
Kolota, Gina May. Just about any shark is of value regardless of the age size or species. In Asia, these fins can
sell for as much as dollars per kilogram, and soups sell for as much as dollars per bowl Pellissier. Sharks
attack about nineteen times per year and only kill about one person every two years Preston,  Causes for this
are fishermen shark finning at a very high rate and for consumers being oblivious to the situation or what had
to be done for them to eat the shark fin soup. Traditionalist Chinese people may protest against this suggestion
as they are used to serving shark fin soup in some banquets or weddings Bradsher, , they think serving shark
fin soup shows their respect and appreciation to their guests Barboza, Woo,  Many Asian countries and cities
in fact are still struggling with gaining public support for similar policies Shark Stewards Experts estimate that
within 10 years, most species of sharks will be lost because of long lining and finning Stewart. They are
viewed as a symbol of wealth, power and status because they are rare and expensive. Without sharks in the
ocean, fish and other ocean animals will overpopulate and live off all of the plant life in the sea. An estimated
million sharks are killed every year for their shark fins alone Stewart.


